
Peter Hunter sneaks through the rugged terrain of the deep Siberian forest, he is on the hunt for the

big catch!

Welcome to Peter Hunter, a medium-high volatility 5×3 Video Slot with 20 paylines, a cash collect

feature that gives immediate win on Cash symbols and a free spins game with additional free spins

and cash multipliers.

ID: 10468
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Global release

SEPTEMBER 5, 2023

RTP

96.3%

HIT Frequency

25.6%

Volatility

LOW

Default Max win

€500,000



Key selling points

Big win potential

Free spins

Super free spins

Instant prices

Paylines

20

Default bet size

€2

Default bet range

€0.2 - €50

Default coin range

0.02 - 5

Default max multiplier

X 10,000
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Target demographic

Western audience

Players looking for games with big win potential

Players looking for visually outstanding games

Players looking for cash collect games
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Game features

Free Spin

5 free spins are initially awarded. The game is

played on a 5x5 panel. Additional free spins are

awarded when a free spin symbol lands on

the panel. On each spin 1 scatter and random

high symbols appear in the panel. Every high

symbol travels to the scatter leaving a trail of

multipliers. On each spin the hunter multiplier

doubles up on each hit. When the hunter

shoots: * If a travelling high symbol gets hit, it's

value is multiplied by the hunter multiplier. * If

the hunter misses, the symbol will randomly

change it's position
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Scatter

When the scatter appears it collects all the

cash values from the high symbols. Collect 7

Scatter symbols to trigger the Free Spins

game.

Wild

Wilds substitute for any symbol except the

scatter.
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Buy Free Spins

Players can buy into the Free Spins game with

their choice of bet.

Cash Collect

In the main game, When a Scatter lands all

Cash symbols move to the Scatter, increasing

their value by a multiplier on each step. When

they �nally reach the scatter the hunter

shoots and their values get collected. In free

spins, cash symbols move to the scatter

leaving a trail of multipliers that get collected

when they reach the scatter and the hunter

shoots it.
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Game rules

Welcome to Peter Hunter, a medium-high volatility 5×3 Video Slot with 20 paylines, a cash collect

feature that gives immediate win on Cash symbols and a free spins game with additional free

spins and cash multipliers.

ABOUT THE GAME

Peter Hunter sneaks through the rugged terrain of the deep siberian forest, he is on the hunt for

the big catch!

MAIN GAME

The main game has a 5×3 panel with 20 Paylines evaluated from left to right.

Wilds substitute for any other symbol except the Scatter.

The Scatter symbol can appear on any position and triggers the Cash Collect feature.

All high symbols are Cash symbols. Each one with it’s step multiplier.

Collect 7 Scatter symbols to trigger the Free Spins game.

CASH COLLECT

In the main game, When a Scatter lands all Cash symbols move to the Scatter, increasing their

value by a multiplier on each step. When they �nally reach the scatter the hunter shoots and their

values get collected.
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In free spins, cash symbols move to the scatter leaving a trail of multipliers that get collected when

they reach the scatter and the hunter shoots it.

FREE SPINS

5 free spins are initially awarded. The game is played on a 5×5 panel.

Additional free spins are awarded when a free spin symbol lands on the panel.

On each spin 1 scatter and random high symbols appear in the panel.

Every high symbol travels to the scatter leaving a trail of multipliers.

On each spin the hunter multiplier doubles up on each hit.

When the hunter shoots:

If a travelling high symbol gets hit, it’s value is multiplied by the hunter multiplier.

If the hunter misses, the symbol will randomly change it’s position.

BUY FREE SPINS

Players can buy into the Free Spins game with their choice of bet.
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Payout

High symbols

5 - €12

4 - €2.4

3 - €0.4

5 - €8

4 - €1.6

3 - €0.32

5 - €6

4 - €1.2

3 - €0.24

5 - €4

4 - €1

3 - €0.2

Low symbols

5 - €12

4 - €3

3 - €0.8

5 - €10

4 - €2.5

3 - €0.5

5 - €10

4 - €2.5

3 - €0.5
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5 - €8

4 - €2

3 - €0.3

5 - €8

4 - €2

3 - €0.3

Extra symbols

Wild. Substitutes for any symbol

except the scatter

Scatter. When it appears it

collects the cash value of all

animals on the panel.
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Game menus

Games Panel

Expand this image

Menu - Opens the menu to access Paytable, Gamerules and History.A -

Sound - Enable/Disable sound.B -

Balance - Displays the player's account balance.C -

Win - Displays the win for the current or last win payout step.D -

Bet - Displays the current bet.E -
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Options Panel

Fast play - Enable/Disable fast play mode.F -

Auto spin - Opens up the autoplay options.G -

Spin - Places the bet and spins the reels. When the reels are spinning, the spin button

transforms into the Stop Button. Pressing the Stop Button stops the reels immediately.

H -

Expand this image
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Additional information

If your game is interrupted during play, you may replay the game round after restarting the game

within {{restoreShowTime}} hour/s after interruption. After that time, any winnings from an

interrupted game will be added to your account. If you choose to skip the replay, your win will be

added to your balance immediately.

Game rules - Displays the rules of the game.A -

Paytable - Displays the paytable of the game.B -

History - Displays the game history.C -

Sound - Sound on/off.D -

Deposit - Opens deposit url.E -

All dates and times are shown in Central European Time (CET).
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